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ythical origins and history of Japanese perform











bolically tracing the 
footsteps that founded the art from
. H
ow
ever, in the late M
iddle A




 the forefront and along w
ith all of the achievem







   Since then, the fem




ere established in the m
edieval era 
and have taken on this particular aspect w
ith regarding fem
ale roles. B
ecause they pursued realism
 m
ore in the early 
m
odern period, K
abuki actors in a fem









nnagata is no longer a substitute for fem
ale perform
ers and should be ac-
know
ledged as a third or alternate gender category that com
es into effect onstage. It should be noted that the studies of 
how
 to play a w
om
an w
ere done in an environm
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を
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章
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術
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と
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ル
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レ
ロ
』
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九
八
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年
）
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題
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企
画
に
基
づ
く
も
の
で
あ
る
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